SEYS 767.3 Design with the three modes: Can Do!

Summer Session 2 June 29-July 22  
2S1E  TWR  9:00 am-11:40 pm

Course is fully online with synchronous and asynchronous instruction.

Instructor: Dr. Victoria Gilbert

Course Description:
In this course, we will learn to design performance assessment tasks with specific Can-Do statements using authentic materials for three modes of communication (interpretive, interpersonal, and presentational) in our NYS topics, differentiated across three NYS checkpoints. Participants will include their tasks on the NYSAPAT DesignSpace as part of the course. This course aligns with the anticipated NYS World Language standards revisions.

Deliverables from course:
Create a continuum of instructional tasks that address the 5Cs and NYS Checkpoints A, B, and C. Create two exemplars for the NYSAPAT DesignSpace.

Bio
Dr. Gilbert grew up in three different countries and has taught foreign languages in elementary school (Spanish & French) and science for over thirty years in NYC. She received her doctorate from Teachers College in educational leadership. She is a frequent presenter on authentic resources and IPA design. For ten years, she was also curriculum specialist and professional development leader for Global Language Project (GLP). Dr. Gilbert has taught FLES methodology classes and served as a lead instructor in NYU’s and GLP’s StarTalk program for teachers. She is currently Chair of the Modern Language Department at Saint David’s School.

Who can take this course?
Any in-service teacher in NYS can take this course for salary differentials.

1) Apply to QC as a non-matric student. Click here for Tuition and Fees.
2) Email SEYS@qc.cuny.edu to register

Want to take future courses free? Become a cooperating teacher for QC!
All World Language graduate students are eligible to take this course.
This course does not count toward initial certification or the MSEd degree; it can count toward your salary differentials. Please see your union materials for details.
This course fulfills one of the Selected Topics courses for the MAT.

World Language Education @ Queens College: Here at every step of your career.